CARS and TRUCKS Card Game

Rules
OBJECT
Have the most cards at the end of the game!

SET UP
Shuffle the cards and spread them out face down on the table.

ON EVERY TURN
Each player, at the same time, chooses a card by pointing their finger at a card. All together, say “one… two… three… FLIP!” and flip over your card.

Each card has a number matching the number of animals on the card. The player with the highest number wins all the cards.

If a player flips over a Bonus card – with a plus sign – that player immediately gets to flip over another card and add the total. (If the next card is also a Bonus card, the player continues flipping over cards until a regular card is revealed, then adds the total on all the cards he or she flipped.) Some cards are road hazards and have the number zero.

If there is a tie between players for the highest number total, the players who tied flip over new cards until one player wins.

The player with the highest total for that turn wins all the cards flipped on that turn.

Now play the next turn!

Parent Tip: To compare or add numbers, encourage your child to count the animals.

WINNING THE GAME
When all the cards have been collected, the game is over. The player with the most cards is the winner!